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	Big Agile leaders need an empirical, "high-trust" model that provides guidance for scaling and sustaining agility and capability throughout a modern technology organization. This book presents the Agile Performance Holarchy (APH)?a "how-ability" model that provides agile leaders and teams with an operating system to build, evaluate, and sustain great agile habits and behaviors. The APH is an organizational operating system based on a set of interdependent, self-organizing circles, or holons, that reflect the empirical, object-oriented nature of agility.
	
		
			As more companies seek the benefits of Agile within and beyond IT, agile leaders need to build and sustain capability while scaling agility?no easy task?and they need to succeed without introducing unnecessary process and overhead. The APH is drawn from lessons learned while observing and assessing hundreds of agile companies and teams.

		
			It is not a process or a hierarchy, but a holarchy, a series of performance circles with embedded and interdependent holons that reflect the behaviors of high-performing agile organizations. Great Big Agile provides implementation guidance in the areas of leadership, values, teaming, visioning, governing, building, supporting, and engaging within an all-agile organization.

		
			What You’ll Learn

			
				Model the behaviors of a high-performance agile organization
	
				Benefit from lessons learned by other organizations that have succeeded with Big Agile
	
				Assess your level of agility with the Agile Performance Holarchy
	
				Apply the APH model to your business
	
				Understand the APH performance circles, holons, objectives, and actions
	
				Obtain certification for your company, organization, or agency


		
			Who This Book Is For

		
			Professionals leading, or seeking to lead, an agile organization who wish to use an innovative model to raise their organization's agile performance from one level to the next, all the way to mastery
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Composition in Convergence : The Impact of New Media on Writing AssessmentLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This book attempts to explore what these tensions are as writing
assessment and computer technology converge on classroom
space. However, I can make no promises that this examination of
the issues can resolve the tensions. Perhaps no amount of study can
resolve the tensions that exist. The difficulties span political,...
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The Philosophy of Mathematical PracticeOxford University Press, 2008
Contemporary philosophy of mathematics offers us an embarrassment of riches. Among the major areas of work one could list developments of the classical foundational programs, analytic approaches to epistemology and ontology of mathematics, and developments at the intersection of history and philosophy of mathematics. But anyone familiar with...
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ASP.NET 2.0 : A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
When ASP.NET hit the street a couple of years ago, it was a real eye-opener.  Microsoft's tool for creating dynamic, server side web applications introduced  Web Forms, a feature with the same rapid drag and drop convenience enjoyed by  Visual Basic developers, along with a method for creating XML-based web  services. ASP.NET was more than an...
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Endoscopic DacryocystorhinostomySpringer, 2020

	
		This book explains and elaborates upon the procedure of endoscopic dacryocystorhinostomy in a variety of indications.It systematically deals with the anatomy of the lacrimal drainage system, covering all aspects of gross, endoscopic and radiological anatomy.It discusses extensively on the preoperative assessment involving clinical...
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Now You Know Tungsten EPeachpit Press, 2004
You've just discovered what 2 million other users already know: That the best-selling Tungsten E is the coolest, most affordable ($200) color electronic organizer on the market! Here to reveal all of its secrets is a pint-sized guide that's as smart and sleek as the device itself. As the only source authorized by the device's creators (palmOne),...
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The Crowded Hour: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the Dawn of the American CenturyScribner, 2019

	A NEW YORK TIMES 100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2019 SELECTION

	

	The dramatic story of the most famous regiment in American history: the Rough Riders, a motley group of soldiers led by Theodore Roosevelt, whose daring exploits marked the beginning of American imperialism in the 20th century. 
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